Animal research in microgravity and flight environment: lessons from the past for the future.
The use of animals, and more particularly the use of non-human primates, takes on importance when studying the physiological responses involved in the adaptation to changes in gravitational loading. The "Rhesus project", now canceled, was a joint program between CNES and NASA designed to carry out simultaneous experiments of various physiological disciplines using the Rhesus monkey as a human surrogate. The choice of this species was supported by several strong arguments such as the possibility of studying several physiological systems without over-instrumenting, as well as the morphological and phylogenetical closeness with man. Within this framework, building the inflight animal facilities necessary to achieve the ambitious scientific program that was established, required state of art design and technology. Spacelab flight simulations were conducted with the goal both to obtain baseline data and to evaluate the impact of the cabin environment on the circadian timekeeping system which is involved in the regulation of almost all physiological functions and behavior. Even if this project would never fly, the results from these experiments have been a source of thoughts and lessons for the future animal research in microgravity.